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In this article, I discuss my analysis of condi.tional sentences
in Raya. Raya belongs to a subset of Bantu languages in which
tense distinctions are made consistently. Every grammatical
sentence of Raya will be marked for tense, hence, I have called
Raya a "tense-prominent" language. This contrasts with other
African l~nguages (including some other Bantu languages) in which
aspectual distinctions are made in some sentences where no overt
tense markers are present (aspect-prominence). I have shown
that, for some languages, there seems to be a connection between
the type or tense/aspect system that prevails and the syntactic
distinctions ~ade among unreal and 'real conditional sentences.
Many interesting generalizations are made about the nature of
unreality jn language, which may have consequences for further
stud::'es in the area of syntax and semantics.

O.

Conditionala Defined

Since the tel"minology used in studies on conditional sentences
is so profUSE, I will explain the way I use these terms in the following paper. CCrlc.Ei.onals can be classed semantically into three
categories:
1. Simpl'] Conditionals state that a proposition results if another
proposition bDlds. Simple conditionals typically allow the s,ame range
of tense dist~nctions that is found in simple declarative sentenc'es.

(1)

If you gv to the store, I will cook.

(2)

If John agreed, Mary disagreed.

(3)

If the sun shines, the birds sing.

(future simple)

(simple past)
(simple present)
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2. Hypothetical Conditionals are conditional sentences in which the
antecedent introduces a hypothetical or imaginary proposition (where that
proposition is not assumed to be false).

(4)
(5)

If I saw Sidney Poitier in person, I'd faint.
If the King of Siam were to come to dinner, I wouldn't serve him
Chinese noodles.

3. Counterfactual Conditionals are conditional sentences in which the
antecedent asserts a proposition which is assumed to be false.

(6)
(7)

If I were you, I wouldn't talk like that.

(8)

If he had stolen the money, he wouldn't have turned himself in.

If he had cooked, I would have eaten.

Notice that some sentences which are counterfactual semantically can
have the syntactic structure usually associated with hypotheticals, i.e.
(6) above. Thus, Schachter [1971] has proposed a syntactic typology
which groups (4), (5), and (6) above in contrast to (7) and (8). She
calls them present and past subjunctives, respectively.
Conditional sentences have been mostly the concern of philosophers.
The main issue which has concerned philosophers has been the verifiability
of contrary-to-fact conditionals. What we know thus far is that the truth
value of a counterfactual sentence cannot be derived from the truth value
of its component parts, at least not in any axiomatic fashion. In any case,
my data will have very little, if anything, to offer in solving this.
There are, however, interesting questions regarding the issue of
syntax and semantics, which my data can shed some light on. I will be
concerned, in particular, with two problems. The first has to do wlth the
notions Reality and Unreality in language. All languages make some
systematic distinction between real and unreal sentences, as the following
examples show:
Real:
Unreal:

If they bring the food, we bring the wine.
If they were to bring the food, we would bring the wine.

In most languages, this contrast is found in conditional sentences. Many
languages, in addition, show this contrast in non-conditional sentences:
Real:
Unreal:

I will kill him when I see him.
I would kill him, but I don't have a gun.

We learn from philosophers, e.g. Goodman [1954], that future simple
conditionals are ~emantically unreal. That is, they share certain
assumptions with hypothetical and counterfactual conditional sentences.
However, the syntactic facts of neither English nor Haya reflect this
situation. That is, future simple conditionals will be shown to show a
syntactic affinity with other real conditionals, e.g. simple past or

simple present, rather than with other unreal conditionals, hypotheticals
and counterfactuals. We might want to say then that in these languages
the syntactic facts do not reflect the semantic reality. In section 2.0
we will discuss this problem in detail, bringing data from languages
which show a close syntactic relationship between future simples and
other unreal conditicnal sentences, fur contrast. We will conclude that
languages differ as to how they segment the semantic contrast between
Reality and Unreality. We will see that the syntactic facts of English
and Haya support a slightly different analysis of the unreal/real contIT,ast
in language than that manifested by Yoruba and Chagga.
The second problem has to do with counterfactuality. Counterfactuals in some languages e.g. English and Haya, may be expressed
syntactically as either present or past subjunctive.
Pres

subj:

Past subj:

If I were you, I would wear th5.s one.
If I had gone to the store, I would have bought meat.

Both these sentences have the same kinds of assumptions. They assume the
negatLm of the antecedent. What does this, then, suggest about the
nature of counterfactuality? In searching for an answer to this question,
some interesting observations are brought forth about types of counterfactual sentences.
1.

Simple Conditionals

The antecedent of the Simple Conditional in Haya is introduced by
'if'.
introduces the antecedents of all Simple Conditionals
and most Imaginary ones. In many languages such a conditional clause
introducer alone marks the sentence as being conditional. That is, the
tense and modal possibilities are pretty much as they are in simple
declarative sentences, e.g.

Ka

ka

English:

If Jack voted for the resolution, Bill voted against it.
(simple past)
If today is his birthday, he is out celebrating.
(simple present)

The Simple Conditional in Haya is unlike the Simple Conditional in
English in that Haya indicates the mood of the sentence by way of an
affix inside the antecedent clause. This affix la is the future 1
indicator, which takes on a special meaning in conditional sentences.
It is used to mark the sentence as a simple conditional sentence rather
than, say, a declarative one. La is attached to the auxiliary verb
ba 'be', leaving the main verb free to carry the semantic tense marker
for that clause.

(9)

ka John

a-:a-ba

y-a-ikiriza Jack

y-a-yanga

if

pro-Future l-aux

pro-Past I-agree

pro-Past I-disagree

'if John agreed (earlier today), Jack disagreed'
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Before going further, let us briefly consider the H~a tense
system, which shows more time distinctions than that of English.
Haya, there is a three-way distinction in past time:
Past I (PI)

~

recent past (earlier today)

Past 2 (P2)

~

semi-recent past (yesterday)

Past 3 (P3)

:

distant past (anytime before yesterday)

In like manner,

In

distinguishes two future tenses:

H~a

Future I (FI) ;. near future (tomorrow)
Future 2 (F2)

distant future (after tomorrow)

E

There are a number of aspectual markers as well (e.g. progressive and
perfect). Haya, like English, requires the presence of a tense marker
in every sentence. This contrasts with many African languages which can
have aspect markers in a sentence without marking the sentence for tense
(e.g. Hausa, Yoruba). I refer later to languaGes with tense systems
like Haya and English as being tense prominent. The languages typified
by Yoruba and Hausa are what I call aspect prominent.
The following are examples of Simple Conditionals in Haya:
(10)

Pl

ka John
if

a-la-ba 2
pro-Fl-aux

y-a-ikiriza Jack
pro-Pl-agree

'if John agreed, Jack disagreed'
(11)

P2

ka John
if

a-Ia-ba
pro-Fl-aux

(12)

P3

ka John
if

a-Ia-ba
pro-Fl-aux

k~

if

6mushana
sun

a-yang-ile
pro-disagree-P2

(yesterday)

y-a-Lkiriz-e Jack~-ka-anga
pro-PI-agree-P2
pro-P3-disagree

'if John agreed, Jack disagreed'
(13) Prog

(earlier today)

a-ikiriz-J Jack
pro-agree-P2

'if John agreed, Jack disagreed'

y-a-yanga
pro-PI-disagree

(a few days ago,)

gu-Ia-ba
ni-gu jwa
pro-Fl-aux prog-pro-shine

tu-imuk-e
we-get up-subjunct.

'if the sun is shining, we should get up'
(14) Pres

ka
if

tl-Ia-ba
pro-Fl-aux

a-I i
pro-cop

mutambi
doctor

inye
I

'if he's a doctor, I'm a lion'

2/ a / 3rd sg.[yJ

/

a Pl

pronoun
Ernest Byarushingo (personal communication)

aho
then

n-di ntale
pro-cop lion
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I have ~itted examples of future simple oonditionals, as they
are covered in th~ next section. Remember that the Fl marker in the
above examples -;s being used in a special way, to mark the claus.eas
being "conditi')nal". We shall see subsequently that in all conditional
sentences so~e type of modal is affixed onto the verb, which indicates
the mood of th. sentence. In Simple Conditionals that marker is I a
In Imaginatives that marker is ku (as will be shown subsequently).
Since fut,ure conditionals were omitted, the following informal
statements for the formation of simple conditionals must be taken as
tentative:
The antecedent of Simple Conditionals is introduced by
'if' ;

ka

all simple ConCitionals require the presence of the future
marker la in the antecedent. La is affixed onto the
auxi:iary ba in the position where tense markers normally
occur (between the subject pronoun or subject concord and the
verb) .
2.

Future Simple Conditionals

Semantically, the class of Unreality Conditionals consists of hypotheticals, counter!'actuals and future simple conditionals. An interesting
fact is that in ~~ny languages both hypothetical and counterfactual
sentences makE: 'else of a syntactic marker of Unreality, e. g. would in
English. FutUl'e simple conditionals in contrast, lack such an Unreality
marker. In fac'c, future simple conditionals are syntactically like Real
Conditionals (uther simple conditionals).
In the following, I discuss the Haya data with respect to how closely the syntactic facts of future simple conditionals correspond to the fact
of their being \~r~al semantically. The Haya situation will be shown to
parallel that of English, where future simple conditionals are always
syntactically uistinct from hypotheticals and counterfactuals. This may
not prove to be the general case in Bantu, however, as there are languages, e. g. C'lag 5 a, which, upon preliminary investigation, contrast with
Haya in this respect. These languages show the future marker being used
in some imaginative sentences.
The

(15)

follo~ing

are examples of future simple conditionals in Haya:

k-6-la-ij6

n-da-mu-bSna

if-he-Fl-comes

I-Fl-him-see

'if he comes, I will see him'
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(16)

ka
if

ri- 3da-mu-b6na
I-Fl-him-see

n-da-mu-gamb- i Ia
I-Fl-him-tell-app

'if I see him, I will tell him'

(17)

ka

a-Ia-ikil iza

n-da-kja

n-ku-many-is-e

if

he-Fl-agree

I-Fl-come

I-you-know-cause-subjunctive

'if he agrees, I'll come and inform you'

(18)

na

iwe

ka

0-

and

you

if

you-Fl-agree

Ia- i k iii za

aho

tu-Ia-many-isa

abandi

ba-i je

then

we-Fl-know_cause

others

they-come

'and if you agree also, then we will inform the others so that they
may come'
Future simple conditionals are like other Simple Conditionals in that
the Fl indicator is obligatory. Recall that the future indicator I a is
being used to show conditionally in simple conditional sentences. In
simple conditionals which are not semantically future, la is placed on
the auxiliary verb ba 'be', leaving the main verb free to carry the
appropriate tense indicator for the sentence .. Future simple conditional
sentences differ from other simples in that the auxiliary ba is not used
to carry the Fl indicator. The Fl marker is attached directly onto the
main verb. The Fl marker in future simple conditionals is ambiguous,
showing both futurity and conditionality, We can then revise the rule for
simple conditionals to read as follows:
All Simple Conditionals require the presence of the future
marker la in the antecedent. If the antecedent is semantically
future, then the future marker is attached to the main verb.
If the antecedent is semantically non-future, the auxiliary
-ba is used to carry the future indicator, leaving the main
verb free to carry the semantic tense marker of the sentence.
There is one type of sentence in which the Fl marker (Ia) is not found.
In sentences for which the time reference of the antecedent is semantically
distant future, the F2 marker Ii is used in place of la, as the
following example shows:

(19)

k-a¢li-ija

n-di-mu-bona

if-he-F2-comes

I-F2-him-see

'if he comes, I will see him'

(next week)

This calls for revising our rule to read as follows:
Most simple conditionals are marked as such by the presence of
the future marker la in the antecedent. The exception is
where the antecedent itself is interpreted as distant future,
in which case the F2 marker Ii is used.
3The variant forms of the future marker can be accounted for by the
following rule:
1

din

It seems apparent that the Fl marker la has achieved a status
in simple conditionals beyond its usage as an indicator of future. That
is, it is the indicator of conditionality in these sentences. I
interpret the Fl marker la as the "conditional" indicator, and 1 i
(F2) can be interpreted as such only in certain restricted contexts.
Now to bring the facts of Haya to bear on what we know about the
future simple conditionals in other languages, I quote Schachter [1971:
68] on future simple conditionals in English:
"So although the future simple conditional is like the imaginative in indicating unreality, it differs from them in that
it is never used to indicate divergence from this world."
Schachter says this after finding that in English, future simple
conditionals are syntactically like other simple conditionals. Futhermore, she apparently found no syntactic evidence 0f their being used to
show Unreality. We can conclude from this that the syntactic 'facts of
English show a contrast between Unreality and Reality where Unreality
excludes future projections about this world. Unreality is restricted
to talking about what might happen in some other world (hypothetical)
and what didn't happen in this world (counterfactual).
Haya is like English in this respect. Syntactically, future Simple
conditionals are alway.s kept distinct from imaginary conditionals. The
syntax of Haya then supports, as does English, an Unreality/Reality distinction where "unreal" excludes projections into the future in this
world.
There are, interestingly, languages where syntax exhibits a closer
relationship between future simple sentences and imaginary ones. In the
following data from Yoruba and Chagga, I show that some Niger-Congo languages segment Unreal and Real sentences in an interesting way which
contrasts with Haya and English. It will be shown that the syntax of
these two languages supports the claim that future simple conditionals are
semantically unreal.
Past subjunctive conditionals in Yuruba are relatively easy to
identify in that they always contain the preverb iba in their consequent
clauses.
(20) a.

bi m ba
if I

tete

INDEF early

de
ni,
m-ba
ba a ninu
arrive COPULA I-UNREAL find him at

i

Ie

home

'if I had come early, I would have found him at home'

b.

bi

,

0

i f it

ba

~e

,
pe

,

0

INDEF be that he

gba

a

accept

him

Ie

so Yoruba

able speak

n i , won I ba
ti
COP they UNREAL PERF

'if he had been able to speak Yoruba, they would have accepted him'
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c.

.

m-ba
I-UNR

rl
see

esin
horse

t'o
REL

.

nl
has

iye,
m-ba
wings, I-UNR

daku
faint

'had I seen a winged horse, I would have fainted'
The antecedent of past subjunctive conditional sentences is
usually introduced by the "basic" form of the conditional clause introducer (ti/bi .... ba
). It may be introduced by an expanded form (b)
'if'
INDEF
which means 'if it be that' or it may be replaced by the unreality
marker 'j ba (c). 1+ Since the antecedent clause can have variant forms,
we can assume that it is the consequent clause which imparts the notion
of "contrary-to-factness" in these sentences. That this is the case will
become obvious as we consider the following simple conditionals whose
antecedents are identical in form to those in the sentences cited above.
(21)

a.

bi mo ba
Ie: si i le-awosan,
HI INDEF go to cinema

mi
mo maa pade 9r~
I fut meet friend my

(cf. 20a)

'if I go to the cinema, I will meet my friend'
b.

bi 0 ba
iro
ni 0
pa
maa
o niya
j~ pe
j~
Hit INDEF be that a lie COP you tell, I(FUT) punish you . (cf. 20b)
'if its a lie you told, I will punish you'

The fact that the form of the antecedent is not very consistent in
Yoruba indicates that it is in the consequent clause that distinctions
are marked between types of conditional sentences. We can safely say,
for example, that all past subjunctives (counterfactuals) have some form
of Jlba in their consequent clauses:
(22)

a.

bi mi ba
ri
esin t'o ni iye,
m-ba
daku
if I INDEF see horse REL has wings, I-UNR faint
'if I had seen a winged horse, I would have fainted'

b.

b'o
be
se pe
0
Ie so Yoruba, won Iba
ti5 gba
if-it INDEF be that he able speak Yoruba, they UNREAL PERF accept

a
him
'if he had been able to speak Yoruba, they would have accepted him'
c.

d.

bi mo ba
ri
I'ana
m-ba
if I INDEF see him yesterday, I-UNR

beat him

'if I had seen him yesterday, I would have beaten him'
,
,
m-ba rl i
I' ana
m-ba na
a
I-UNR see him yesterdaY,I-UNR beat him
'had I seen him yesterday, I would have beaten him'
I

of

Iba

is deleted after a pronoun, e.g.

5Insertion of the perfect marker is optional here.

/mo Iba/ ~

In presant subjunctive (hypothetical) sentences, the consequent
clause usually dces not contain Iba. Interestingly, it usually contains
one of the futu.o:'e markers in the language.
Occasionally, the I ba "unreal" marker is f::>und in present subjunctive sentences, in which case the
sentence is ambiguously interpretable as either a hypothetical or a
counterfactua~. _ In sentences like these, the distinction between past
and present subjunctive is unimportant. That is, the semantically
relevant information is that the sentence is unreal, leaving the tense
reference to c0ntextual clues. Below are examples of present subjunctive
conditional sentences (compare these to the future simple conditionals
in (21»:

(23)

a.

b1 6

ba

'if he spoke
b.

6 gbo

se pe

ede~faranse,

if it INDEF be that he sp~ak French,
t~ench,

W9n 6

ya

a

they rut hire him

they would hire him'

bi m ba
ri esin t'o ni 'ye,_
maa
if I INDEF see horse REL has wings, I(fut)

dakl'
faint

'if I saw a Winged horse, I would faint'
We know that hypotheticals are unreal and we expect them to have a
different syntacV.c structure from that which is found in re.al conditional
sentences. It is claimed that future simple conditionals are unreal as
well. However, using English as an example, we find that future simple
conditionals are similar structurally to real conditionals not to unreal
ones. In Yoruba, the semantic delineation of Unreals is supported because future simple conditionals and hypothetical conditional sentences
are identical structurally. Yoruba then is an example of a language for
which unreality includes projections about this world. That is, the
syntactic expression of unreality is not limited to expressing facts
about another world.
Chagga, a Ilantu language, behaves in this respect like Yoruba.
in Chagga can be expressed using either the imaginative mar~er we or the future indicator in the consequent clause.

An

imagina~ ~entence

(24)

John

a-we- icha

inu

ngi-we-kora

machalari

pro-IMAG-come

today

I-IMAG-cook

bananas

'if John were to come today, I would cook bananas'
(25)

John

k-a-cha

inu

nge-kora

machalari

if-rro-come

today

I(fut)-cook

bananas

'if John were to come today, I would cook bananas'

6There aJ.-,~ three different future indicators in the language. They
happen to hav~ come about as a result of dialectal variation, therefore
there is no meaning difference. They are as follows: (1) yic (which
surfaces as 0), (2) a and maa .
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Interestingly, however, the reverse is not true, i.e. a f'uture
simple sentence does not have the option of' being expressed with the
imaginative marker we. Given this, we might say that the f'uture
indicator is the general unreality marker, i.e. it can be used to show
unreality in this world or of' another world. The imaginary marker we
on the other hand is limited to shoving unreality outside the domain
of' this world.
We can conclude that the syntactic f'acts of' Yoruba and Chagga
support a slightlydif'ferent ilnalysis of' the unreal-real contrast than
do the f'acts of' Haya and English. The Yoruba and Chagga data support
an analysis of the unreal-real distinction where Unreality includes
f'uture projections. The f'ollowingdiagram shows the way the two types
of' languages show the real-unreal distinction, syntactically.

English
Haya

REALITY

UNREALITY

SIMPLE conditionals
(including f'uture)

HYPOTHETICALS - what might happen
in some other world, i.e. fiction
COUNTERFACTUALS - what didn't
happen in this werld, i.e. fact

SIMPLE conditionals
(not including f'uture)

Yoruba
Chagga

HYFOTHETICALS
COUNTERFACTUALS
FUTURE SIMPLE - what will happen in
this world, i.e. forecast

3.

Imaginary Conditionals

The term imaginary is used to ref'er to that subset of' unreal conditionals
which indicates divergence f'rom this world. Semantically, Imaginary Cenditionals consist of' (1) those conditionals which express an imaginary or hypothetical situation, e.g. 'if' the Queen came to dinner, I would prepare her
f'avorite dish', and (2) those conditienals which express imaginary situations,
but whese antecedents are interpreted as being f'alse, e.g. 'if the Queen had
come to dinner, I weuld have prepared her favorite dish'. Following the
analysis of Schachter [1971J, I call the form of the f'irst type present subjunctive.and that of the second type past subjunctive. This syntactic terminology is needed because counter factual sentences are not consistently past
subjunctive, as, for example, in a sentence like 'if horses had wings,
they could fly'.

Imaginary sentences in general tend to exhibit the following characteristics:
Their antecedents, like those 'Of simple conditionals, are
introduced by a conditional introducer. (In Haya and English
the introducer in Imaginary sentences is the same as the intreducer 'Of simple conditienal sentences.)
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They usually include some tn>e of marker of "imaginativeness",
e.g. would in English.
The tense possibilities are usually very restricted. This
is because tense distinctions are superfluous in Imaginary
sentences, with the exception of past subjunctives, where
past tense is crucial to the interpretation of some count.erfactual sentences.
Imaginary conditionals in Haya are tn>ical of those found in languages in general. They are introduced by the conditional clause introducer ka; they are distinguished from non-imaginary sentences by the
presence of the imaginary marker ku;and the tense possibilities are
limited to the following:
present subjunctive

..

past 1

past subjunctive

perfect

(past 1 + past 2)

Before going further, we should consider some examples of Imaginary
conditionals:
PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVES

(26)

ka n-a-ku-bona efarasy' ein'
if I-Pl-unr-see horse
having

amababa ti-n-a-ku-amini
wings
neg-I-Pl-unr-believe

'if I saw a horse with wings, I wouldn't believe it'
(27)

ka n-a-ku-zi leba
if I-Pl-unr-see

n-ka-bona 7
nti ego farasi
I-consec-see that yes horse

ebibaba
wings

n-a-ku-enda
I-Pl-unr-go

etaras r
horses

anga
or

nka
if

ku-Ieba
ku-zl-lebarge
to-them-examine to-see
z i-emi Ie
they-are

kwo
z i-n'
truly pro-have
nka
if

zi-emi Ie
they-are

nka
like

kGnd i
different

'if I looked at them and saw that they were truly horses having
wings, I would like to examine them to see if they are like horses
or if they are different'
PAST SUBJUNCTIVES
(28)

ka n-a-ku-g-i Ie
omuka
if I-Pl-unr-go-P2 home

eb i tooke
n-a-ku- I - i Ie
I-Pl-unr-eat-P2 bananas

n-enfulu
and-fish

'if I had gone home, I would have eaten bananas and fish'
(29)

ka n-a-ku-g-i Ie
if I-Pl-unr-go-P2
tu-gan i I a;
we-talk

lKa
Swahili.

BushGmba. n-a-ku-Ieb-i Ie
I-Pl-unr-see-P2

n-a-ku-hig-i Ie
I-Pl-unr-look

akanya
for-P2 time

Ma

~Iesi

ko-ku-gya
of-to-go to

Omumwani

in Haya is used as a consecutive marker much as it is used in
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ku-Ieba
to-see

omwana
child

wa
of

munyanyanzi
sister

okwe
how

a-I i
he-be

ku-shoma
to-read

onu sht1'fJl.e
in school

'if I had gone to Bushumba, I would have seen "Dona" Alizi so that
we could talk; I would have found the time to go to Omumwani to
see my nephew . . . how he is doing is school'
This marker ku which I call a marker of "imaginativeness" probably
derives from the infinitive marker ku, but its usage in these sentences
is strikingly different from its usage as an infinitive marker in several
important ways. Firstly, the infinitive plus verb can never occur with a
subject prefix. Secondly, the verb in its infinitival form never carries
a tense indicator. We saw in the examples given above, however, that both
subject prefixes and tense markers are prefixed to the verbs marked by
ku. For this reason, -ku- is considered an imaginary indicator, which
derived from the infinitival marker and is equivalent to would in English.
Evidence that ku is in some sense equivalent to would is provided when
we consider unreal non-conditional sentences, which share certain semantic
properties with imaginary sentences.
(30)

Kate y-a-ku-ku-is-fle
kyonka
pro-Pl-unr-you-kill-P2 but

t-a-fna
mbundu
neg-he-have gun

'Kato would kill you, but he doesn't have a gun'
(31 )

n-a-ku-chumb-ile
I-Pl-unr-cook-P2

kyonka
but

t-a-I i-mu
majuta
neg-loc-be-loc oil

'I would cook but there's no oil'

Kate y-a-ku-chumba
pro-Pl-unr-cook

bwaigolo
tonight

'Kato may cook dinner tonight'
(33)

n-a-ku-ku-bona
I-pl-unr-you-see

'I
(34 )

may

nyenkya
tomorrow

see you tomorrow'

n-a-ku-chumb-ile
I-Pl-unr-cook-P2

kyonka
but

y-a-ba
pro-Pl,..aux

t-a--I i -mu
neg-pro-cop-loc

majOta
oil

'I would have cooked but there was no oil'

The preceding sentences are semantically like imaginative conditional
sentences in the following ways: either they imply the negation of the
clause marked by the presence of ku (30,31,34), or they imply some doubt
as to the actualization or realization of the action expressed by the
verb (32,33). Interestingly, those sentences which I claim imply the
negation of the antecedent (30,31,34) use the tense frame that is used in
counterfactual conditional sentences. We know that counterfactual conditionals imply the negation of their antecedents. Notice also that
(30), (31), and (34) can be paraphrased by conditional sentences. Similarly,
those sentences which I claim imply some doubt as to the actualization of
the action expressed by the verb take the tense frame usually associated with
hypothetical conditional sentences.

Another point worth noting is that only two tense possibilities
are allowed iIJ i_maginary conditionals, Haya. like English. makes a
synta~tic distinction between present and past subjunctives.
Present
subjunctives require the Past 1 indicator and past subjunctives require
usage of the p~rfect marker (PI prefix and P2 suffix). This phenomenon
was not incluJp.d as one of the general characteristics of Imaginary
Conditionals because, in fact, many languages lack such a distinction.
Chagga and some dialects of Swahili are examples of such languages. In
these languages, one imaginary marker is used to express both hypotheticals and counterfactuals. The only indication that the sentence
is counterfactual would come from contextual clues (yesterday, last year,
etc.). The following examples from Swahili show this:

(35)

kama

ni-nge-kwenda nyumba-ni kiangazi ki-ja-cho

if

I-imag-go

house-to

summer

pro-come-rel

ni-nge-penda

ku-kaa

nyumba-ni na

wazee

wangu kwa

I-imag-likc

to-stay

home-at

parents

my

siku

chache

days

feft

with

for

'if I were vO go home this coming summer I would like to stay
at home with my parents for a few days'

kama

ni-ngc-kwenda

nyumba-ni

kiangazi

k i -I i -cho-p ita

if

I-lmag-go

home-to

summer

pro-pst-rel-pass

ni-nge-ponda

ku-kaa

nyumba-ni

na

I-imag-llke

to-stay

home-at

with parents my

wazee

wangu kwa

5

i ku chache

for days few

'if I had 60ne home last summer I would have like to have stayed
with my parents for a few days'

ngi-we-henda

shule

I-imag-g,-'

school I-imag-study

ngi-we-soma

ki-ingeresa
English

'if I went to school, I would study English'
(38)

ngi-we-henda

shule

I-imag-go

school day

mfiri to
of

kawi

ngi-we-kulosha

ki i ngereza

2nd

I-imag-studY

English

'if I had gone to school last Tuesday, I would have studied English'
Interestingly, this data contradicts the standard textbook account
of the imaginary I1.arker in Swahili, which makes claims like the following
from Ashton [1944J:
"When the supposition is possible of realization, the -nge
tense is ,lsed both in the protasis (condition) of a sentence
and in t~e apodosis (consequence).

mti

huu

u-nge-anguka,

u-nge-ni-ua

tree this pro-imag-fall, pro-imag-me-kill
'If this tree should fall, it would kill me. '
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If the supposition is regarded as not having been realized
the -nga I i-tense is used--both in the protasis and
apodosis."
mti

huu

u-ngali-anguka.

u-ngali-ni-ua

'If this tree had fallen, it would have killed me.'
The markers nge (Swahili) and we (Chagga) indicate that the
sentence is imaginary. Interestingly, these languages which make no
syntactic distinction between present and past subjunctives (Yoruba,
as well) are what I have called non-tense prominent. That is, in
these languages, aspect and mood markers can be used, where no syntactic
reference is made to tense. It seems natural that languages in which
tense is often subordinate to aspectual distinctions in simple sentences
would extend this pattern to conditional sentences. Thus, these languages mark the "imaginariness" of the sentence syntactically, leaving
the time reference to be contextually determined.
Haya and English, on the other hand, represent tense prominent
languages. These are languages in which aspectual references can only
be made with reference to a particular tense marker, e.g. present
progressive, past progressive, future progressive. This tense prominence is carried over into conditional sentences, giving a syntactic
distinction between present and past SUbjunctives among Imaginary
conditionals.
We say in section 2 that a typology can be drawn among languages
also in terms of how they express syntactically the distinction between
Unreality and Reality. Those languages for which Unreality includes
future projections into this world are the same languages which show no
contrast between present and past subjunctives. This seems not accidental.
Among Unreal Conditionals, the difference between future simples and
imaginaries (hypotheitcals and counterfactuals) can be looked at as one
of tense (future versus non-future). The languages which include future
simples with other Unreals are ignoring this tense distinction. These
are the same languages which show no distinction between present and
past subjunctives--the aspect prominent languages. Those languages, in
contrast, which exclude future simples from the Unreal group, may be
doing so because the tense distinction here is important. In like
manner, these languages always contrast present from past subjunctives,
syntactically.
I have tried to show that the typology drawn on the basis of the
Reality-Unreality distinction is not completely separate from that which
is drawn on the basis of presence versus absence of a contrast between
present and past subjunctive conditional sentences.
Returning now to imaginary sentences in Haya. We saw earlier that
imaginary sentences are introduced by ka. There is, however, an optional

clause introducer which can be used to introduce the antecedents of
imaginary conditionals. This introducer is kuba. Morphologically,
kuba is the infinitival form of the auxiliary verb -ba that we saw
in the discussion of simple conditionals (see sections 1 and 2). It
has been suggested that "unreal" ku derives from the infinitival
marker and has achieved a special meaning in imaginary sentences.
Apparently when kuba functions to introduce imaginary conditional s.entences, it is not functioning simply as an infinitival. Rather~ ku is
functioning to show imaginativeness, as the antecedent lacks this marker
only in case i t is introduced by kuba

n-a-ba-i Ie

kuba

n-donz-i I-we

ku-gya

if(unr) I-Pl-aux-P2 I-choose-P2-pass.

ku-wa-ki I isha

abanafunzi

ba

to-them-represent

students

of

dar es

Salaam

to-go

,
Los Angeles,

ekyambele
first

n-denga

n-a-ku-shemelei I-we

muno

I-think

I-Pl-unr-be happy-pass.

a lot

'if I had been chosen to go to Dar es Salaam . . . to represent
the students of Los Angeles, first . . . I think, I would have
been very happy'
I translate

kuba

as 'if it were that'.

In summary, Imaginary conditionals in Haya are represented as
follows:
Every imaginative conditional is introduced by a conditional
clause introducer, either ka 'if' or kuba 'if it were that'.
All imaginary sentences contain an affix ku on the verbal
in the consequent clause to mark the sentence as being unreal.
Sentences which are introduced by the conditional introducer
ka take ku in the antecedent. Sentences introduced by
unreal kuba don't require ku· in the antecedent.
There are only two tense possibilities in imaginative conditionals:

=

Present subjunctives
Past 1
Past subjunctives = Past 1 + Past 2 (perfect)
In the preceding pages I have given a first look at conditional
sentences in Haya. It was shown how various markers in the language have
been extended in usage to function in conditional clauses. The Fl marker,
for example, is obligatory in all simple conditionals. In imaginative
conditionals, the modal marking imaginativeness derives from the infinitival marker ku. This tendency to mark the mood of the sentence on
the verb follows from the highly morphological nature of Bantu languages.
This paper is but a first attempt at describing the system of
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conditional sentences in one Bantu language. Undoubtedly, there are
many questions left unanswered about conditional sentences, as well as
about the state of affairs in the proto-language. If this paper serves
to motivate research in other aspects of Haya syntax and in other Bantu
languages, its purpose would have been well served.
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